Reconstruction and physical fit analysis of fragmented skeletal remains using 3D imaging and printing
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Abstract

Physical fit analysis (PFA) entails physically fitting fragmented evidence together to determine shared origin. PFA can be challenging to conduct with bone fragments particularly when fragile, sharp, or embedded in other materials. Three-dimensional (3D) imaging and printing techniques can circumvent these challenges. We compare two different 3D imaging techniques, micro computed tomography (μCT) and structured light scanning (SLS). By generating virtual 3D models and prints of burned human bone fragments, we test the suitability of these imaging techniques and subsequent 3D printing for PFA. We found 3D imaging and printing allowed for effective PFA without excessively handling the original fragments.

Introduction

Forensic investigation of crime scenes and other incidents requires the analysis of many different items as evidence, including human remains, some of which may be damaged or fragmented as a result of the actions during the event (such as a fire or trauma) and upon collection [1, 2]. Fragmented evidence routinely undergoes physical fit analysis (PFA), a process involving manually handling and matching fragmented pieces together in order to determine whether they fit together. A positive physical fit is indicative of the two or more fragments having originated from the same object. Confirming physical fit in a forensic context can therefore draw links between scenes [3], place suspects at the scene [4], and allow for object reconstruction [5].

When conducting PFA on fragmented skeletal remains, there are instances where manual handling of the bone fragments is challenging. For example, they may pose a biological hazard [6], fragments may be extremely small [7], or the bone itself may be too fragile [2, 7]. This poses a particular problem in terms of reconstruction, since current practices typically rely on manually gluing the fragments back together to allow further interpretation of the traumas [8, 9]. Furthermore, the fragments (including PFA results) can be difficult to comprehensively document or present in some cases. This is particularly true for those fragments that are three dimensional (3D) and complex in nature, or are embedded in an external material (as in [3]). Consequently, two-dimensional (2D) representations of such physical fit results are not always sufficient for presentation and interpretation by experts and the courts alike [10]. Both the issues faced with handling and reconstructing the remains, and their suitable presentation, are challenges in visualisation and analysis that 3D imaging and printing could help circumvent.

The use of 3D technology has become increasingly widespread within the field of forensic anthropology [11–15], and indeed the whole criminal justice system [16]. Including the application of 3D scanning and modelling to cases of dismemberment [3], in wound to weapon matching [14, 17–21], craniometrics and facial reconstruction [22–24], bite mark comparison [25], and pathology visualisation and reconstruction [3, 14, 26, 27]. There are many different methods of generating such 3D models though, including surface scanning techniques as well as volume scanning techniques (for an overview see Refs. [28] and [16]).

While volume scanning techniques allow for high resolution images to be obtained, on the nanometre scale in some instances, they tend to be expensive, time consuming and require specialist expertise and software to operate and generate 3D models from the data. Surface scanning methods, on the other hand tend to be cheaper, and more user-friendly. Collecting surface details only, these methods generate smaller file sizes and tend to use built in software, generating 3D models of acceptable resolution. Indeed, surface scanning techniques are reliable for postmortem quantitative injury analysis [29], landmarking [30, 31], and the analysis of soft tissue injuries [32].

While 3D models can be visualised virtually, they can also be 3D printed. 3D printed models can adequately represent most anatomical features [33], although some bony features such as particularly thin bone, small foramina, and acute bony projections can cause issues [33]. 3D printed models are accurate enough to produce dental models [34], to aid in maxillofacial surgery [33], and to produce custom prosthesis [35].
Recent work has additionally demonstrated the applicability of 3D printing for the visualisation and analysis of forensic evidence [36], demonstrating measurements accurate to within millimetres [37].

Using non-contact 3D scanning methods, 3D models of evidential fragments can therefore be generated and subsequently printed. However, to our knowledge, this approach has not yet been applied explicitly to PFA. Providing the 3D models are produced to a sufficient quality, evidential replicas, either virtual or 3D printed, offer opportunities for PFA to be conducted without having to excessively handle the original evidential fragments. Limiting the handling of fragile forensic evidence is advantageous in terms of minimising damage or contamination risks. Additionally, the use of 3D prints opens up the possibility for physical fit demonstration, and the opportunity for a jury to explore the evidence replicas. Furthermore, interaction with 3D virtual models and animations provides 360 degree visualisation in an engaging, understandable [28,39-44].

Theoretically then, 3D modelling and printing could be highly useful for visualising and conducting a physical fit of fragmented skeletal remains that are not easily handled or presented in court. In this paper, we use pieces of bone naturally fragmented through the process of burning. We compare micro Computed Tomography (μCT), a volume scanning technique, with structured light scanning (SLS) a surface scanning technique, to assess the trade-offs between the two methodologies. Subsequently, we generate 3D printed models of the bone fragments to test their potential for conducting PFA. We have two aims: 1) to determine if structured light scanning is sufficient to offer a cheaper, less labour intensive option than μCT for the 3D reconstruction of bone fragments and 2) to determine whether 3D printed replica models can be used to accurately perform PFA.

Methods

Human bone samples

The fragmented bone samples used in this study originate from a dry, archaeological human femur donated to the University of Portsmouth teaching collection. In a previous, and unrelated study, three transverse sections of the midshaft (~2–3 cm in height) were cut and burned in a Gallenkamp Muffle Furnace at 600 °C for 30–60 min. Each section of bone fragmented longitudinally, naturally, into at least two separate pieces, either during the burning process, or during cooling (See Fig. 1 for an example). For this study, the two adjoining fragments from each of the three sections were 3D imaged and printed to evaluate the techniques for their use in visualising and analysing the physical fit of burned bone fragments.

3. D imaging

The structured light scanner, an EinScan Pro+ (Shining3D, China) fits on a benchtop, requires readily available computing power and comes with all the software required to produce the virtual scans, for visualisation and in preparation for printing. As this scanner relies on the reflection of white light from the surface of the object to form the image, imaging works best in a darkened room. Particularly shiny or mirrored objects can be sprayed with a very fine white powder to generate a mattified, uniform, white surface, facilitating reflection of the white light.

The ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa microCT (μCT) scanner is somewhat larger and more expensive, requiring a dedicated room and specialist technical knowledge, but is representative of the facilities available to the policing sector through academic partners. Samples require placing securely in the path of the x-ray beam within the machine; no other preparation is necessary, and it is a non-destructive process.

Structured light scanning

The EinScan Pro+ (Shining3D, China) scanner was used to generate virtual models of all six bone fragments. Prior to scanning, each fragment was sprayed with Magnaflux SpotCheck SKD-S2 Developer. Each fragment was scanned separately with the use of a turntable to enable automatic mesh alignment. Two or three scans were run for each fragment, each conducted with the fragment in a different orientation. Each scan consisted of twelve 30-degree increment rotations of the turntable. The automatically aligned and merged meshes were exported from the scanner software as STL (stereolithography) files. Any minor holes in the exported files that required repair were filled post-hoc using Geomagic Design X (Version 2016.2.2., https://www.3dsystems.com/software/geomagic-design-x). The physical fragments were then cleaned using a soft brush and air puffer to remove the developer spray residue.

MicroCT scanning

Following SLS and subsequent cleaning (to remove spray powder residue), all six bone fragments were imaged in a ZEISS Xradia 520 Versa microCT (μCT) scanner at a resolution of 25.143 μm (0.4 × 80 kV 7 W).

Fig. 1. Example pair of longitudinally fractured burned femur fragments (A) and a demonstration of their physical fit (B). Black scale bar in A is equal to 0.8 mm.
To ensure the samples did not move throughout scan duration, each pair of fragments were placed in a 20 mL plastic sample tube and secured in place with packaging sponge. Imaging took \( \approx 3.5 \) h per tube (pair of fragments).

The resulting stack of \( \mu \)CT image slices were cropped and resampled 1 in 4 using the Fiji plug-in for ImageJ ([45]; https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Amira 6.3.0 (https://www.fei.com/software/avizo3d/%C2%A0) was subsequently used to digitally segment the bone fragments. The threshold tool was used to assign voxel selections as bone material based on grayscale values. The grey scale thresholds used were chosen as the range within which all bone material was included to sufficient detail, whilst limiting the inclusion of noise or non-bone material (for all three scans this range was approximately 29300–65600HU). Any non-bone material (packing materials) included was digitally removed after material assignment using the ‘Remove Islands’ tool. Each bone fragment was then rendered into a 3D model using the ‘Generate Surface’ tool. To minimise the ‘blocky’ appearance of the voxels whilst maintaining sufficient surface detail for PFA, a constrained smoothing level of 3 was applied during surface generation. Each fragment surface was then exported as an STL file.

3. \( D \) print physical fit

3D print g-codes were generated using PrusaControl (Ver. 0.9.4.415_beta, http://prusacontrol.org) All fragments were printed using a Prusa i3 desktop printer, using fused filament deposition technology and PLA filament. The optimal print quality (0.15 mm) was selected and infill levels were set at 0% to create a completely hollow print. A 2 cm brim and struts from the build plate were included to help adherence to the printer bed and to prevent toppling of the model during printing. Aside from filament colour, all settings remained the same for the light scanned and \( \mu \)CT scanned fragments. The brim and struts were removed manually after print completion.

Physical fit analysis was conducted on the pairs of 3D printed bone fragment models. Fit was confirmed on the basis of feature matching and alignment between the two fragments as well as the haptic ‘feel’ of the fit. During fit analysis, positive fit could be confirmed if notable features spanning the fracture line were aligned, limited air space was present between the fragments, and fragment fit was robust to manipulation (i.e. fragments ‘fix’ into place as opposed to being able to move freely against each other).

Results

Table 1 provides a comparison of cost, imaging, and model processing time between the two scanning techniques. While \( \mu \)CT is costly and labour intensive, the available resolution is superior to that of the simpler and more affordable structured light scanner (Fig. 2).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model, cost, imaging, and processing time for ( \mu )CT and structured light scanning techniques.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D imaging technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanner model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanner cost (at the time of purchase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-processing required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-processing time per fragment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time from scan to model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Dependant on number of slices.

3. \( D \) print physical fit results

All six \( \mu \)CT fragments and all six SLS fragments were printed together (Fig. 3A, B). Printing took \( \approx 2 \) h per six fragments and cost \( \approx £3.00.\) The optimal printer settings (0.15 mm) preserved detail for both the \( \mu \)CT and SLS models well and overall produced prints that were of sufficient quality to perform PFA. Based on the fit quality criteria; feature alignment, air space between the fragments, and robustness to manipulation, confirmation of physical fit was found to be easier using the \( \mu \)CT prints compared with the SLS prints. For all fragment pairs, the \( \mu \)CT models offered a closer, and more robust fit compared with the SLS models, as well as showing endosteum surface structures in greater detail which was of value in feature matching and alignment across the fragments. The 3D prints generated using SLS scanning are therefore sufficient for visualisation and demonstration of a fit, but if wishing to conduct a robust non-destructive PFA, \( \mu \)CT modelling is preferable.

Discussion

In this study we used two alternative scanning techniques to image and 3D print models of burned fragmented bone. We compared techniques to assess their use in physical fit analysis (PFA). As could be expected the \( \mu \)CT models depicted the bone fragments in greater detail, however, both scanning methods recorded sufficient detail to allow for feature matching and fragment alignment in reconstruction and PFA; 3D printing the models retained sufficient detail to perform PFA. It should be noted, however, that the SLS technique was outperformed by \( \mu \)CT when it came to fit confirmation due to the superior detail afforded by the latter imaging technique.

Comparison of structured light and micro computed tomography scanning

While \( \mu \)CT scanning provided higher resolution models than SLS, it is a transmissive imaging technique and as such contains internal volume data. This can be advantageous in the imaging of human remains in some cases, allowing for various analyses such as subtle injury assessment [26,27] or quantitative analysis (such as in [21]). However, for PFA this level of data capture may be superfluous, since simple PFA does not require internal volume data. Furthermore, large amounts of data generate issues with secure storage space, as well as the time and cost of the approach, which requires a high level of expertise, and specialist software [16].

Surface scanning using SLS is far quicker to implement than \( \mu \)CT, straight forward to operate, and can be used with built in scanner software. However, the lower resolution resulted in a smoother surface where the scanner was unable to resolve finer details (as seen in Fig. 2), and the need for mattifying chalk spray prior to scanning could be problematic. For the bone fragments used in this study, the mattifying spray was likely required due to the slightly shiny surface of the bones.
after burning and the darkening of their colour. By virtue of using light pattern deformation, black and/or shiny items are particularly challenging to image using the SLS technique [46]. The mattifying spray itself is a chalk and alcohol mix, that it can be dusted off once dry, if required. While this is likely to work well for some larger and smoother bone surfaces, removing all residue was challenging and time consuming with the burned bone fragments used here because of their fragility and micro-scale features. Photogrammetry could be used as an alternative surface imaging technique but without further research into the resolution we cannot be sure that enough fine detail would be captured using that method. For those reasons, as well as contamination risks, it is not recommended that fragile bone fragments of particular forensic relevance be sprayed, limiting the ability of SLS to be used for reconstruction in certain cases.

**Use of 3D printing for physical fit analysis**

The work presented here demonstrates that fused filament deposition (FFD; also referred to as fused deposition modelling or FDM) 3D printing retains the appropriate detail for PFA of replica evidence fragments despite its lower resolution compared with the imaging techniques. The models were printed at a resolution of 0.15 mm (the optimal setting for the printer model) which is approximately 3–6 times lower than either of the imaging techniques used. Nonetheless, both SLS and μCT techniques worked well, producing appropriate prints. The SLS prints were more suitable for demonstration as opposed to analysis, however. The preferable model quality was obtained using μCT imaging.

The FFD method is a common form of additive material printing. It works by extruding material and building up the 3D model on to the print bed in a series of layers. Depending on the geometry of the 3D model being printed, one of the drawbacks of using FFD printers is the requirement for support structures which prevent movement or toppling of the print during the printing process. Such support structures can be difficult to remove without print damage (especially around finer details or overhanging sections) and may leave rough surfaces on the print after removal [37]. Research by Carew et al. [37] suggests selective laser sintering is the most metrically accurate printing methodology and recommends its use in favour of FFD. Since

![Fig. 2. Example of 3D models (A-D) aligned to demonstrate their fit (E-H). Models generated from structured light scanning are shown in red (left hand side) and those generated through μCT scanning are shown in blue (right hand side). The white arrows in A and D highlight homologous ridge details on the endosteal surface. The white arrows in F and G highlight the proximal most ridge detail use in feature matching. The white scale bar is equal to 170 mm.](image1)

![Fig. 3. The 3D printed replicas of the virtual models shown in Fig. 2. The structured light scanned model replica is printed in orange (A) and the μCT scanned model replica is printed in silver (B). The white arrows in A and B highlight the ridge details shown in Fig. 2 A and D. The white scale bar is equal to 170 mm.](image2)
selective laser sintering printing builds the 3D model from a reservoir of nylon powder, with a laser tracing and hardening the powder layer by layer, the resulting 3D model is encased in the build material, negating the requirement for support structures and increasing surface quality [37].

Unsurprisingly though, while selective laser sintering may be recommended as the ‘gold standard’ for 3D printing of evidence, it is a far more costly option. While selective laser sintering printers cost between $5000 and $175,000 (~£3800–£135,000) [47], the FFD Prusa model used in the current study is a fraction of that price (~ £1300–£1000). Cheaper desktop options are discouraged, due to a lack of accuracy [48], yet, as demonstrated in Carew et al. [37] and indeed the current research, desktop FFD can produce accurate prints. Moreover, the 3D printed bone fragments of the current paper were arranged on the print bed to minimise the requirement for support structures and were orientated vertically to minimise print artefacts and detrimental effects on surface quality, especially along the fracture surfaces. We were therefore able to produce high quality prints with very little support and a brim that could be easily removed without damage. It is therefore worth noting that if opting to use FFD printing methods that the potential for artefacts and quality issues can be minimised by consideration of the positioning and orientation of the model on the print bed. In summary, while selective laser sintering is recommended, desktop FFD methods as used here offer an excellent and affordable alternative.

Conducting PFA analyses on the 3D printed bone fragments relied on both the haptic ‘feel’ of the fit and the use of feature matching across the fracture site (See Figs. 2 and 3). Feature matching was possible with the 3D print replicas from both imaging techniques, however as previously mentioned the lower resolution of SLS scanning did mean the ridge features were subtler than in the µCT prints. The fracture patterns observed in the bone fragments of this study could be described as simple clean fractures. The bones naturally fragmented during the cooling process post-burning, and therefore do not represent complex or traumatic fractures such as seen in Baier et al. [3] where traumatic dismemberment occurred. Without a direct comparison, we cannot be certain whether 3D print reconstruction would be either more or less challenging with a simple versus complex fracture. The ‘natural’ fractures seen here are likely to fit together very well since there was limited opportunity for small slivers of bone to be lost or irreparably damaged, compared with a traumatic and complex fracture where elements of crushing and shearing forces may prevent perfect reconstruction. That being said, the simple fractures seen here are smooth and lack such interdigitating (or zig-zagged) elements seen in the fragments from Baier et al. [3]. Traumatic fractures are perhaps more likely to be unique in their morphology, while the interdigitation of fragment edges would allow for reconstructions that are robust to manipulation. We encourage future research into the effectiveness of 3D print reconstructions for a range of fracture types and complexities.

The application of 3D imaging and printing for PFA has many advantages compared with traditional methods. While the samples used here represent a relatively simple and clean natural fracture, using analyses similar to that applied to fossil human fragmented remains ([49], for example), virtual reconstruction of highly fragmented, fragile, and potentially embedded remains offers an opportunity to generate full reconstructions without compromising the original bone fragments. This is equally applicable to evidential remains that pose biological or mechanical hazard [3]; 3D printing further provides means to manually manipulate those remains safely, while preserving their integrity, an important element for forensic osteological analyses. Furthermore, 3D prints from particularly small fragments or bones with micro-scale details can be isometrically scaled up, generating 3D replicas to visualise fit and perform PFA on items that previously would have been extremely challenging. On the other hand, larger, heavy elements can be isometrically scaled down and replicated into lightweight manageable models which are far easier to manipulate and transport.

Summary

In summary, while SLS certainly demonstrated potential, it was outperformed by µCT in terms of imaging small burned bone fragments. The requirement for mattifying spray and reduced resolution compared with µCT meant it was only an acceptable alternative for visualisation purposes and not fit confirmation. Fused filament deposition (FFD) 3D printing proved to be an accurate and useful method for creating physical replicas of the bone fragments to perform physical fit analysis (PFA) and bone fragment reconstruction. We therefore recommend µCT imaging paired with FFD 3D printing as an excellent option for non-destructive physical fit confirmation when working with small fragments and burned bone. Overall, the techniques demonstrated here are of value in forensic investigation and evidence presentation within the courtroom.
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